Guest speakers add impact

Meet the experts in the field. Get your students enthused, engaged and experiencing a world of opportunities, all without leaving the classroom. Invite guests to speak virtually over Webex.

1. Plan ahead
   What topics are you teaching this semester? What experiences would benefit the class?

2. Find an expert
   Arrange for an expert to talk to your students, they could be anywhere in the world. Use your professional connections.

3. Send an invite
   Simply invite your expert to join your class in your Webex meeting room (the link to join will stay in their calendar). They don’t need an account; they can just join your meeting.

4. Create an experience
   Your students can interact face-to-face with a professional or a panel of experts, to ask their questions and learn something new.

5. Enable networking
   Create a Space in Webex Teams where your class can continue the conversation for follow up.

PRO TIP
Remember to record your session so your students have it for future reference.

Bring a world of opportunities to your lecture or class, don’t let physical logistics stop you.